Alkaline hydrolysis of ethylene phosphate: an ab initio study by supermolecule model and polarizable continuum approach.
The alkaline hydrolysis reaction of ethylene phosphate (EP) has been investigated using a supermolecule model, in which several explicit water molecules are included. The structures and single-point energies for all of the stationary points are calculated in the gas phase and in solution at the B3LYP/6-31++G(df,p) and MP2/6-311++G(df,2p) levels. The effect of water bulk solvent is introduced by the polarizable continuum model (PCM). Water attack and hydroxide attack pathways are taken into account for the alkaline hydrolysis of EP. An associative mechanism is observed for both of the two pathways with a kinetically insignificant intermediate. The water attack pathway involves a water molecule attacking and a proton transfer from the attacking water to the hydroxide in the first step, followed by an endocyclic bond cleavage to the leaving group. While in the first step of the hydroxide attack pathway the nucleophile is the hydroxide anion. The calculated barriers in aqueous solution for the water attack and hydroxide attack pathways are all about 22 kcal/mol. The excellent agreement between the calculated and observed values demonstrates that both of the two pathways are possible for the alkaline hydrolysis of EP.